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T his has been called the informa-
tion age, which by definition
means that it is also an age of
surveillance. Never in human

history have people been more connected
than they are today—nor have they been
more thoroughly monitored. Over the
past year, the disclosures spurred by for-
mer National Security Agency contractor
Edward Snowden have drawn public
attention to the stunning surveillance
capabilities of the American intelligence
community. Are these tools a vital weapon
against criminals and terrorists—or a
threat to privacy and freedom?

At the 2014 Cato Institute Surveillance
Conference, under the direction of senior
fellow Julian Sanchez, a diverse array of
journalists, privacy advocates, lawyers,
technologists, and intelligence officials
came together in an attempt to reconcile
the tension between privacy and security.
As Sanchez noted in his opening remarks,
information has become a central means
for protecting ourselves from a multiplici-
ty of threats. “At the same time, the archi-
tecture of monitoring … that we are con-
structing in order to make ourselves safer
threatens to undermine the preconditions
of liberal democracy.”

Rep. Thomas Massie (R-KY) opened
the day with a keynote address, discussing
his attempt  to cut off funding to two gov-
ernment backdoor searches and ensure
that information gathered for national
security purposes would not be used by
law enforcement in routine investigations.
The Massie-Lofgren amendment, which
passed the House with overwhelming
bipartisan support, was nevertheless later
stripped from the funding bill to which it
was attached. At the conference, Massie
called the fight in Congress to rein in these
abuses “very frustrating.” “The leadership
and all the chairmen of the committees of

respective jurisdictions do not want to
reform the intelligence community’s activ-
ities,” he said. Nevertheless, he vowed to
continue to work across party lines to pro-
tect the freedoms that lie at the founda-
tion of a liberal democracy.

Eric Schmidt, executive chairman of
Google, sat down with the Washington
Post’s Craig Timberg for a wide-ranging
one-on-one conversation. Schmidt—
referred to earlier in the day by Sanchez as
“the NSA’s best ‘frenemy’”—clarified his
company’s unique relationship with the
spy agency and reviewed the previous 18
months since the Snowden revelations

came to light. In general, he said, the repu-
tation of the American technology indus-
try has been damaged, in particular
throughout Europe. Yet the fallout from
the leaks hasn’t been all bad. “It’s also
caused us to tighten every procedure with-
in our system,” he said. He explained that
Google has responded by thoroughly
encrypting their internal systems. “It’s
generally viewed that this level of encryp-
tion is unbreakable in our lifetime by any
sets of human beings in any way.” As a
result, he said, users are a lot safer.

Other panelists throughout the day
included Alex Joel and Robert S. Litt, civil
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LEFT: At the 2014 Cato Institute Surveillance Conference, Rep. THOMASMASSIE (R-KY) 
delivered a keynote address on “the battle we’re fighting in Congress,” focusing on the defeat 
of his amendment that was intended to help curb dragnet surveillance. ABOVE RIGHT:
During lunch, ERIC SCHMIDT, executive chairman of Google, discussed how the National 
Security Agency (NSA) revelations have impacted his company and the U.S. tech industry
more broadly.  BELOW RIGHT: NSA whistleblower EDWARD SNOWDEN also joined via
Skype for a fascinating and wide-ranging interview.
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liberties officer and general counsel with
the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence, respectively, offering a broad
range of views. 

The conference ended with an engaging
surprise interview over Skype with NSA
whistleblower Edward Snowden. In a remote
discussion with Sanchez and ProPublica’s
Julia Angwin, Snowden said that he was
“broadly satisfied” with the reaction to his
disclosures. “We have seen a change in public
opinion, in public awareness. We have seen
an increased openness and innovative spirit
in government—not by choice, but by neces-
sity,” he said. But “the real change that’s hap-
pening is actually occurring outside of the

courts, outside of Congress, outside of the
executive agencies entirely.” The real change,
Snowden said, can be found in “the fabric of
the internet,” as a result of engineers, technol-
ogists, and academics worldwide coming
together to secure their own technologies
and counteract the unprecedented growth of
government surveillance. In a poll by the
Centre for International Governance Inno-
vation, they found that of those aware of
Edward Snowden, 39 percent have taken
steps to protect their online security—which,
as Snowden pointed out, amounts to over
700 million people worldwide.

Throughout the day, various experts
noted that the growth of government sur-

veillance is by no means restricted to spies.
Even ordinary law enforcement agencies
increasingly employ sophisticated track-
ing technologies, from face recognition
software to “Stingray” devices that can
locate suspects by sniffing out their cellu-
lar phone signals. “It’s often hard to keep
track of how tracked we are,” Sanchez con-
cluded. As such, it’s important to think
very carefully about how this unprece-
dented aggregation of information can be
made compatible with a free society. n
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nearly infinitely. And that makes a difference
to your liberty.

Since the advent of digitization, the govern-
ment’s power to abstract information about
you and your life—to acquire, process, hold,
and reuse that information—has grown dra-
matically. As such, the power of governments
over individuals and their capacity to influence
each of our lives has also grown dramatically.
What this means is that under bad circum-
stances we could lose our freedoms very
quickly due to this relative power dynamic.

Now let’s see how much power you have,
based on the amount of information you have
about government. Does anyone know the
significance of H.R. 26? It was the first law
that the new 114th Congress passed. It’s now
public law 114-1, also known as the Terrorism
Risk Insurance Program Reauthorization Act
of 2015. If you didn’t know that this law was
passed, that’s a function of the fact that we
have little access to information about what
the government is doing.

Now compare this with information about
the other aspects of your life. A lot of you prob-
ably know that the Santa Ana winds are pre-
dicted later today. I’m sure many of you now
know what the pressure per square inch of an
NFL football is supposed to be. And of course

people are often very familiar with the detailed
information on their investments each day.
But it’s not the same with politics. Over time,
we’re losing power vis-à-vis the government.

At Cato we’re trying to rectify this imbal-
ance, and one of the ways we’re doing so is
through our Deepbills project. In order to
offer more information about the govern-
ment’s deliberations, we’ve gathered detailed,
accessible versions of legislation. We’ve anno-
tated them in order to make key elements of
their content easily readable by computer.
Cato’s data is now being used by the New York
Timesto flesh out information about the legis-
lation it publishes on its website. Cornell Law’s
Legal Information Institute also employs the
Institute’s Deepbills data, helping to inform
its 26 million yearly visitors about what Con-
gress is doing. Everyone from Wikipedia to
GovTrack, which is the leading private trans-
parency site, uses our data. As such, Americans
now have better access to information about
who is spending their money.

It’s a little shocking that we didn’t have this
information accessible before. The govern-
ment has been in the dark ages. But with
Cato’s work, my hope is that as our access to
information catches up, our relative power vis-
à-vis government organizations catches up as
well—and ultimately liberty flourishes. n
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I n the Winter 2015 Cato Journal, Weiying
Zhang argues that ideas and leadership—

not just economic interests—have played a
crucial role in China’s transition to a liberal
society, and will be essential to the country’s
future. Thomas Mayor takes on Thomas
Piketty’s argument that free markets are
rigged in favor of the wealthy. Elsewhere in
the issue, George Bitros argues that central
banks cannot be trusted to pursue bubble-
neutral policies, Richard Wagner takes on 
the theoretical underpinnings of welfare
economics, and Randall Holcombe suggests
that political capitalism should be recognized
as a distinct economic system.
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